SIMPLY

LEVEL

LEVELSYSTEMS FOR LEISURE VEHICLES

Most campsites are not on even/level ground.
Therefore, if you do not want your vehicle to be
at an angle, you will need to use blocks or jacks
to get level. Depending on the incline, this procedure can take a lot of your time and effort which
eats away into your holiday just at the point when
you most want to relax.

With an E&P Hydraulics Levelsystem, the levelling
process is completed quickly and efficiently…
at the push of a button!
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THE STRENGTH OF AN

IDEA
Hydraulic Levelsystems are not a ‘new’ idea.
15 years ago the founders of E&P Hydraulics
wanted to create a system which would be easier
and less complicated to use than any other on the
market. What they did not know was that doing so
would lay the foundations of a market leader in the
industry.
The managing directors and owners of E&P

Know what matters

Hydraulics are experienced campers and so they

Our hydraulic Levelsystems are available either di-

know what a hydraulic levelling system needs to

rectly from many motorhome and caravan manu-

achieve: reliability, speed, automation, and all at

facturers or they can be retrofitted in the

the press of a button.

aftermarket via our Accredited Dealer network.

“Fast Levelling”

Every Levelsystem is constructed in our own R&D
department and is exactly matched to suit the conditions of any chassis. Thanks to the latest CAD
software, we have designed and manufactured bespoke brackets to fit each chassis perfectly. Our
years of experience allow our research and development team to determine the optimal position
for every hydraulic jack for maximum efficiency.
To ensure our hydraulic jacks can still lift and sup-

The managing directors
and owners of
E&P Hydraulics
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port large weights after years of use, every single

Quality is in safe hands

part of the jack has to function precisely the way it

Our customers expect a high reliability from the

was intended. Every component is tested in rela-

whole system. Quality and functionality is our mis-

tion to weight, use of materials and high efficiency.

sion, which is why we have developed an internal

This careful planning and construction, coupled

quality management process which recognises

with the incredibly complex software development

any faulty products, thereby ensuring defective

shows how well coordinated the system is.

A Levelsystem with experience
Every component of the Levelsystem shows a high
degree of experience in its construction. This is necessary in order to reduce the weight added to the
leisure vehicle by ensuring all components are at
their optimal size and mass. For example, the oil
reservoir is directly connected to the pump. The
jacks are coated to protect against corrosion, wetness, dirt and other abrasive substances. Also the
big footplate is made of stainless steel to avoid
rusting, even after years of use.
In principle, all cables and electrical connections
are mounted with protection against the elements.
All E&P Levelsystems are relatively maintenance
free and offer you one of the best price-performance ratios on the market.
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goods do not find their way onto the market.
Nearly all components are constructed and assembled at the Dutch production site and are tested
throughout every step of assembly. Each part has
to pass through the hands of our experienced
employees. In addition to the quality control, we
also have an experienced installation team on site
to help ensure the continuous high standard of all
products.
The successful combination of the best materials,
short distances, in house assembly and many
years of experience have contributed to the
success of E&P Hydraulics Levelsystems.

Easy upgrade
Our Levelsystems are available in different versions and are exactly suited to your chassis type and
vehicle construction. This results in high volumes
of stock but it guarantees your required system
can be delivered to an accredited installation
specialist within just a few days of ordering.
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Installation that fits
Of course, the Levelsystem is only able to function
correctly if it’s mounted with precision. This is why
we spend a lot of time educating our Accredited
Dealers and ensuring they adhere to our high standards. As a result, the demand for our product is
high, as is the satisfaction of our clients. Our customer service team are constantly travelling
throughout Europe to help train and support our
installers and develop new installation solutions.

Scan QR-Code to watch
a film about E&P or visit
www.ep-hydraulicsnews.co.uk/videos
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LEVEL AND STABLE AT THE

PUSH OF A BUTTON

HYDRAULIC LEVELSYSTEMS

The principle of the E&P Hydraulics Levelsystem is

unit and the integrated spirit level, the system

simple: Jacks are automatically extended at the

extends the jacks until the vehicle is perfectly level.

push of a button and will level your vehicle in less

To protect against damage to the chassis, the jacks

than 2 minutes. However, this simple technique

only work in pairs across the longitudinal and

has been developed thanks to years of experience,

transverse axes. The jacks will only use as much

development and complex technologies.

stroke as is needed. Depending on the specification, the jacks can lift a weight of up to 10,000kg

The Jack Principle

each. This is strong enough to lift a vehicle of up

The hydraulic Levelsystem consists of jacks,

to 22 tonnes.

pump, oil reservoir, hydraulic hoses and an elect-

Every E&P Levelsystem is specially configured to

ronic control unit. With one push of a button, the

the weight of the vehicle to determine where it

pump sends oil from the reservoir to the jacks. The

should be mounted. The control unit regulates the

E&P Hydraulics stainless steel jacks are extended

stroke by measuring the pressure in the jacks.

in pairs until they reach the ground causing back-

Because of this, our system works without electric

pressure in the system. With the help of the control

sensors in the jacks.
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All Levelsystems are mounted without any wel-

jacks, the system reaches a very high shutdown

ding to the chassis. Instead we use specially deve-

pressure which can only be reached if all the jacks

loped brackets designed for every type of chassis.

are fully retracted. For the security of our custo-

Every new vehicle on the market requires further

mers, the motorhome or caravan Levelsystems

design and fabrication. This guarantees efficient

can only be operated when all the necessary crite-

assembly for our customers and their vehicles.

ria are fulfilled. In the event there is an electrical
failure or a lack of power, the motorhome levelsys-

Easily controlled

tem has an emergency override to retract the jacks

Control of the E&P Level-

manually.

system is easy and will
quickly become intuitive

Advantages of the Levelsystem

with the help of the
simple to use controls.
The control panel is fitted to a panel within reach
of the doorway. Alternatively, if you choose to take
the remote control option, the control panel can be hidden away
within the furniture. Either choice
allows the system to be automatically or manually controlled.

Integrated Security
The safety and security of our
Levelsystems is the highest priority at E&P
Hydraulics. Each Levelsystem is configured with a
security reserve whilst lifting and holding the
vehicle in a levelled position. While retracting the
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• Your vehicle is level in under 2 minutes
• The E&P Levelsystem is ready for immediate use
• Easy to operate with either the control panel or
optional remote control
• Fully automatic, semi-automatic and manual
control included
• Small in size and light in weight
• Relatively maintenance free
• Best price-performance ratio on the market
• Dirt and water resistant cable protection
• Oil reservoir connected directly to the pump to
save space
• Jacks are coated to protect against corrosion,
abrasion and moisture
• Stainless steel footplate as standard

The routine for arriving at a campsite is usually the

Level with comfort

same for most motorhome owners: You take your

Levelling with a E&P Levelsystem is far more com-

chocks out, lay them in front of your wheels and

fortable than with any alternatives. Although the

then do your best struggling to get the vehicle as

theory of the levelling process may seem easy,

stable and level as possible. You then lower the

there are other systems which fail to grasp the

jacks individually for extra support. At your next

physics behind it. If the force of each jack is not

destination, you have to start the whole procedure

controlled throughout the vehicle, there may be ir-

over again.

reparable damage to the chassis and other parts
of the motorhome. The E&P Levelsystem’s intelligent programming guarantees the weight of the
vehicle is spread across all four jacks on every
occasion.

MOTORHOMES

PERFECTLY

L E V E L L E D

Scan QR-Code to see
the function of the
E&P Motorhome Levelsystem.

The standard E&P system consists of four jacks

Levelsystem meets Air suspension

which can lift a weight of 2 tonnes each. This is

The hydraulic Levelsystem is compatible with

more than sufficient for most common motorho-

nearly every air suspension system from most

mes, however there are also systems designed for

manufacturers.

heavier vehicles, such as horse boxes, which can

The system has been developed to control two and

lift and level up to 40 tonnes in a very short time.

four way full air suspension systems. The bellows
are lowered automatically before the vehicle is
levelled.

Level across the transverse axis

Level across the longitudinal axis
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E&P Levelsystems are the most efficient and light-

In the event there is ever a lack of voltage, the

weight products on the market and are sold as an

Motorhome Levelsystem also has an emergency

optional extra on a number of premium and luxury

override which will allow you to retract the jacks

vehicles direct from the factory.

manually.

With integrated security

Control with benefits

All the systems are configured with a security

E&P places much value on comfort and for this

reserve whilst lifting and holding the vehicle in a

reason, our engineers have upgraded the functio-

levelled position.
For your security and safety, the Levelsystems can
only be operated when all criteria are fulfilled. If
the ignition is switched on by mistake, the Motorhome Levelsystem will sound an alarm and the

Levelsystem for motorhomes

jacks will retract automatically.

• Usable on campers from 2.5 to up to 22 tonnes
• Every System consists of 4 hydraulic jacks mounted

nality of the Levelsystem control. For example, the

to the chassis
• Available in different stroke lengths

system is able to lift your vehicle on just one side

• Only works when the ignition is switched on

in order to empty your wastewater tank. You are

• Hydraulic pump driven by a strong motor
(12 V / 24V - 800 W)

also able to lift the front to make it easier to load a

• Fully automatic levelling

motorcycle, or scooter, onto its carrier. All of these

• Semi-automatic control of two jacks at a time

applications are controlled by the intelligent

(to prevent chassis twisting)
• Emergency control

control unit and the weight is evenly spread to all

• Stainless steel footplate as standard

jacks to prevent damage.

• Easily controlled via the control panel or remote
control
• Compatible with air suspension
• Recommended by leading motorhome manufacturers
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Upgradable at any time
We are one of the leading companies worldwide
in the hydraulics levelling field. Our in house R&D
department is constantly working to further optimise our levelling solutions. When a manufacturer
releases a new chassis, it is carefully analysed and
bespoke brackets and jacks are fabricated to suit
them. Our aim is to have the best solution for our
customer and to offer the best price-performance
ratio.

All of our systems are designed with the ability to
be upgraded in one of our partner workshops.
Each motorhome is slightly different in their construction and as a result we look at each specification

individually.

Perfectly

fitted

brackets

guarantee we can work without welding to the
chassis. We have also developed telescopic jacks
with different strokes to suit vehicles with low
ground clearance.
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D E L I V E R Y I N F O R M AT I O N
Van

Camper up to 5 tonnes

- 4 hydraulic jacks with 2 tonnes lifting capacity each

- 4 hydraulic jacks with 2 tonnes lifting capacity each

- Pump with integrated oil tank

- Pump with integrated oil tank

- Electrical main control unit

- Electrical main control unit

- Control panel

- Control panel

- Weight: approx. 55 kg

- Weight: approx. 55 kg

Optional: remote control

Optional: remote control

Camper from 5.0 up to 7.49 tonnes

Camper from 7.5 up to 10.0 tonnes

- 4 hydraulic jacks with 3.5 tonnes lifting capacity each

- 4 hydraulic jacks with 6 tonnes lifting capacity each

- Pump with integrated oil tank

- Pump with integrated oil tank

- Electrical main control unit

- Electrical main control unit

- Control panel

- Control panel

- Weight: approx. 65 kg

- Weight: approx. 70 kg

Optional: remote control

Optional: remote control

Camper from 10.0 tonnes
- 4 hydraulic jacks with 10 tonnes lifting capacity each
- Pump with integrated oil tank
- Electrical main control unit
- Control panel
- Weight: approx. 80 kg
Optional: remote control
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O N E

S Y S T E M

W H I C H

LEVELS YOUR WHOLE

CARAVAN
The huge success of the E&P Hydraulics Motorhome Levelsystem soon piqued the interest of
caravan owners also. This gave our research and
design team the challenge of developing a whole
new concept which was totally unique to the

Your caravan is automatic-

world.

ally levelled and stabilised
in under two minutes. The

Level in two steps
Caravan Levelsystem Complete

mounted to the chassis with

The solution to automatically level a caravan has

the help of specially developed brackets. Levelling

been resolved by the E&P Levelsystem in just two

in these two steps and the jacks working in pairs

steps. With one click on the control unit or optional

prevents any twisting and damage to the chassis.

six

remote control, the axle jacks are deployed first
and then the caravan is levelled across its transverse axis. The Caravan Levelsystem not only has
axle jacks, but also four new hydraulic corner supports to replace the existing ones which come as
standard on any caravan. The second step deploys
those supports and levels the caravan across its
longitudinal axis.
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hydraulic

jacks

are

Levelsystem for Caravans

Extra easy, extra light
The limited additional load for caravans is an important fact which caravan owners need to adhere
to. The E&P Hydraulics design team were able to
reduce the weight of the system to 21kg by using
lighter materials.
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• Levelled in under 2 minutes
• Stable and secure
• Ready for immediate use
• For single and twin axles up to 3.5 tonnes
• Automatic or manual mode
• Perfect for winter storage
• Relatively maintenance free
• Completely hydraulic
• No wear and tear
• Prevents twisting of chassis frames
• Extra light
• Theft deterrent

Easy upgrade
The E&P Levelsystem for caravans is available
for most common single and twin axle chassis.
The system consists of two hydraulic axle
jacks, four hydraulic corner supports, a pump
unit, oil reservoir, hydraulic hoses, electrical
control unit and operating system. All components are mounted without welding directly
to the chassis or axle and therefore do not
compromise any existing warranties. The
Levelsystem pump requires a 12V battery. Depending on the type of caravan you own, our accredited dealers are able to install a Levelsystem within
one working day. You will then be able to quickly
level your caravan at the push of a button.

System with additional benefits
As well as being able to level your caravan at the
push of a button, the E&P Caravan Levelsystem
has many other benefits for you to explore. The
manual mode allows you to lift your caravan
completely off the floor so your tyres are no
longer in contact with the ground. This feature
is perfect for winter storage and prevents tyre
degradation. It also provides additional theft
security.

Scan QR-Code to see
the function of the
E&P caravan Levelsystem.
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Horizontal support
Caravan Levelsystem Compact
It is often difficult to level a caravan left to right

way to achieve a level caravan and it does the har-

across its transverse axes. The E&P Levelsystem

dest part of the job for you. Two hydraulic jacks are

eliminates this problem by lifting on the axle.

mounted to the axle which can be operated via the

Through talking to caravan owners, we discovered

control panel or optional remote control. The axle

a desire for a semi-automatic system whereby the

jacks will level the caravan automatically across

existing corner steadies can remain on the caravan

the transverse axes and then you simply need to

and the axle jacks tackle the difficult side to side

level front to back using the jockey wheel and

levelling. And so, the Compact Levelsystem was

corner steadies.

born! The Compact system is a more cost effective

Your caravan is now level and stable.

D E L I V E R Y I N F O R M AT I O N
CARAVAN LEVELSYSTEM COMPLETE

CARAVAN LEVELSYSTEM COMPACT

- 2 hydraulic jacks

- 2 hydraulic jacks

- 4 hydraulic corner supports

- 12V pump with integrated oil tank

- 12V pump with integrated oil tank

- Electronic operating unit

- Electronic operating unit

- Control panel

- Control panel

- Approximately 21 kg additional weight

- Approximately 21 kg additional weight
Optional: remote control
Optional: remote control
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SERVICE
PERFECT
ON POINT

E & P HYDRAULICS UNITED KINGDOM

The E&P Hydraulics Levelsystem enjoys continued
success thanks to the close cooperation we have
with our partners across Europe. Thanks to our
first class customer service team, we are able to
communicate customer suggestions and improvements back to our development department
quickly and effectively.

Service is very important to E&P Hydraulics.
From Monday to Friday our competent team are at

shows and trade fairs we are exhibiting at and

hand to help you with all your questions and que-

keep up to date with any news about the Levelsys-

ries and our website is available around the clock

tem in general.

to provide product information, FAQs, videos,
downloads of technical information, contact infor-

Personal contact

mation etc. You can also find out about which

Our concept includes a personal consultation to fit
our Levelsystem perfectly to your vehicle, whether
that be a motorhome or caravan. You will also find
us at most of the relevant trade fairs where we can
demonstrate the features and benefits in person
and discuss all of the available options with you.
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Supported by E&P
If there is an E&P Hydraulics Levelsystem installed
on your vehicle, you will always have the opportunity to contact ourselves or our partners should
you have any questions relating to the system. You
and your vehicle are supported by a quality product and we are of the opinion that this excellent
service should continue even when the warranty
has expired. This level of support is what we are
known for.

We are proud that E&P Levelsystems are helping
thousands of customers automatically level their
vehicles every day. If ever you come across one of
E&P Partners can be
found throughout the UK.
Find your nearest
accredited dealer here:
www.ep-hydraulics.co.uk

our systems on someone else’s vehicle, please
don’t hesitate to ask the owner to comment on
their experiences. We are confident the feedback
will be positive and after all, the best form of
advertising is the word of a satisfied customer.
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TALK TO THE

PROFESSIONALS
Are you curious to find out which technical acces-

As with E&P Germany’s owner Kay Fischer, every

sories are suitable for your vehicle and how those

manufacturer is represented by their chief or a

parts work?

suitable representative on the tour. This shows our
commitment to ensuring only the best and most

Information and direct advice from
manufacturers

biggest free information tour in the camping

E&P is one of the four founding members of Tech-

world.

competent employees attend what is probably the

nik Caravane, a campsite tour of leading accessory
and vehicle manufacturers, whose aim is not to

Conduct your own investigation

sell, but to inform and educate campers about their

Motorhomes are our passion and for this reason,

products. Each tour provides the time necessary to

we want to talk about them whilst we are on tour

answer any and all questions with absolutely no

together. Have a look at our products, demo our

obligation to purchase.

prototypes and let us know what you think about
them before they are officially launched on the
market.
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A successful concept
Experience Technik Caravane

The DCHV presented us with their Lupo Award for

For those who travel with their camper, the journey

Engagement which was a huge incentive for us to

is the reward. This is the reason the founders of

continue our work on the tour and rally.

Technik Caravane launched their new idea; Their
first Motorhome Rally. This rally is about orienta-

The Technik Caravane is an

tion, skills and most importantly, team spirit. It is

opportunity for us to provide

an event made for people who know their vehicle

first-hand information and an

and who enjoy planning timescales, distances and

exceptional experience to all

route guidance. A rally modelled on the same

those

dynamic used with classic car rallies.

events are a permanent

who

attend.

The

fixture in our calendar and

Drive, test your skills and have fun

we are always looking forward to

Seeing fun had by the teams is a clear indication

the next tour or rally.

that the rally was a good idea. he professionalism

As you will see at our Technik Caravane Tour, we

and enjoyment experienced by those in atten-

aren’t there just to promote Motorhome and

dance ensures the rallies will continue.

Caravan accessories, we are there to enjoy the
experience right along with you.

For more information about
Technik Caravane and our
partners please visit:
www.technik-caravane.de
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E&P Hydraulics UK Ltd,
Unit 10, Elder Court, Lions Drive, Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2EQ
+44 (0)1254 297 785
info@ep-hydraulics.co.uk
www.ep-hydraulics.co.uk

